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Bonds have been a good investment for the last 37 years. Unfortunately, it seems highly unlikely that bonds
can play their dual role of income and capital preservation in portfolios going forward, making portfolio
construction much more difficult for advisors.

There are numerous risks working against treasuries, corporate, and high yield bonds that pose tremendous
challenges to their traditional roles of income and capital preservation as well as their reputation of being safe
investments.
Treasuries, for example, have long been the foundation on which bond allocations are built. But with historically
low yields, rising rates, and the massive amount of recent and looming issuance there are risks to Treasuries
that haven’t been seen in a long time.

Low Yields
Let’s start with the first of the two primary bond roles: providing income to lenders. Anyone purchasing Treasury
debt over the last ten years would have received the lowest yields in a generation. The Fed lowered rates to
near zero levels after the Great Financial Crisis of 2008-09. Federal Open Market Committee reduced rates from
5.25% to 0.00%-0.25%, as low as they could go without being negative.
Moreover, rates were kept low for quite a long time. Although the GFC recession technically ended in June 2009,
the recovery was deemed too fragile to endanger. Rates weren’t increased until December 2015. Rates moved
up gradually over the next couple years until paused in late 2018. If anything, the markets are predicting the Fed
will once again start cutting rates in the back half of 2019. For investors who rely upon fixed income to pay the
bills, these miserly rates are clearly inadequate.
Yields on 3-Month and 10-Year Treasuries

Source: U.S. Treasury

The situation is even worse overseas. Globally there is currently $13 trillion in negative yielding debt. In plain
English terms, lenders are actually paying borrowers to use their money, which would seem to defy every rational
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economic convention. Agreeing to receive back less money than was lent out, bond holders would technically
be better off keeping cash under the mattress. Although, at $13trn, that would be a lot of mattresses.
In this topsy-turvy world, anyone relying upon income from Treasury debt would be out of luck.

Massive Issuance and Potential Losses in Treasuries

The other primary role of bonds within a portfolio, that of capital preservation, is also under threat. The threat to
capital preservation has yet to manifest, but it is a looming, growing problem. Everyone regards Treasury debt
as the safest of investments, but what would it take for Treasury bonds to experience losses?
The short answer: Bonds could face losses if the laws of supply and demand re-assert themselves and lenders
start demanding a yield high enough to compensate them for their risks.
The normal price discovery process that occurs when supply and demand intersect has been subverted since
the GFC. For literally trillions of dollars of Treasury bond purchases, it simply did not matter what the yield was.
Global central banks, insurance companies, commercial banks, passive mutual funds and ETFs, etc., gobbled
up mountains of debt without any real concern about the paltry yield they received.
But what if that changes? What would happen to the Treasury bond market if lenders started demanding yields
commiserate with the risks they were taking? What if central banks around the world stop stockpiling dollar debt?
What if the bond market started to choke on the trillions of dollars of debt floating around? What if lenders started
fearing the U.S. would not be able to meet its obligations?

Growing Federal Obligations

The federal government has been running deficits at around $1 trillion dollars are year, and this shortfall has
been covered by the issuance of ever-increasing levels of debt. Add this to the three rounds of quantitative
easing when the Fed’s balance sheet rose from $800bn prior to the GFC to over $4.3 trillion at its peak. That
represents a lot of bills that will need to be paid someday.
Federal Reserve Bank Balance Sheet: August 2007 - June 2019

Source: www.federalreserve.gov
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Under an adverse scenario the Treasury would have to start offering higher and higher rates in order to attract
lenders. As yields and bond prices are inversely related, rising yields could devastate the value of bonds
currently held in investor portfolios. Someone who had purchased a bond yielding 2.5% that matures in 2044
would discover that bond would not be worth very much if rates increased to, say, 8%.

Double the Risk

It seems highly unlikely that bonds can play the dual role of income and capital preservation going forward. If
rates stay low and monetary policy remains loose, the income role is under threat. Bond holders would be stuck
with a measly yield barely enough to cover inflation.
Alternatively, if rates start increasing, the prices of existing bonds will fall and bonds will be a source of losses,
not capital preservation. Neither of these scenarios will provide bonds with the 7.69% rate of return enjoyed over
the last three and half decades.

Ripple Effects of Low Treasury Yields

As important as Treasury yields are in and of themselves, it is just as important to recognize the ripple effects
of low yields. While some investors accepted the paltry yields they received in the distorted Treasury
marketplace, many could not. Squeezed out of the Government bond market, they were forced to look
elsewhere.
The term “ripple effects” understates the problem. Tsunami is a better description of the hundreds of billions or
even trillions of dollars sloshing around the globe searching for yield. In our next post we will turn our attention
to the credit markets.
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Important Notes and Disclosures:

Swan Global Investments, LLC is a SEC registered Investment Advisor that specializes in managing money
using the proprietary Defined Risk Strategy (“DRS”). SEC registration does not denote any special training or
qualification conferred by the SEC. Swan offers and manages the DRS for investors including individuals,
institutions and other investment advisor firms. Any historical numbers, awards and recognitions presented are
based on the performance of a (GIPS®) composite, Swan’s DRS Select Composite, which includes non-qualified
discretionary accounts invested in since inception, July 1997, and are net of fees and expenses. Swan claims
compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®).
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All Swan products utilize the Defined Risk Strategy ("DRS"), but may vary by asset class, regulatory offering
type, etc. Accordingly, all Swan DRS product offerings will have different performance results due to offering
differences and comparing results among the Swan products and composites may be of limited use. All data
used herein; including the statistical information, verification and performance reports are available upon
request. The S&P 500 Index is a market cap weighted index of 500 widely held stocks often used as a proxy for
the overall U.S. equity market. Indexes are unmanaged and have no fees or expenses. An investment cannot
be made directly in an index. Swan’s investments may consist of securities which vary significantly from those
in the benchmark indexes listed above and performance calculation methods may not be entirely comparable.
Accordingly, comparing results shown to those of such indexes may be of limited use. The adviser’s dependence
on its DRS process and judgments about the attractiveness, value and potential appreciation of particular ETFs
and options in which the adviser invests or writes may prove to be incorrect and may not produce the desired
results. There is no guarantee any investment or the DRS will meet its objectives. All investments involve the
risk of potential investment losses as well as the potential for investment gains. Prior performance is not a
guarantee of future results and there can be no assurance, and investors should not assume, that future
performance will be comparable to past performance. All investment strategies have the potential for profit or
loss. Further information is available upon request by contacting the company directly at 970-382-8901 or
www.swanglobalinvestments.com. 310-SGI-080819
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